Light, Bright, and built for a lifetime of RVing.
Hard wall Rear Slide-out

The hard wall rear slide-out Bedroom adds living space without length when it’s time for Outback to take to the road. You’ll find plenty of additional storage in the bank of cabinets above the queen-size bed.

Cabinets:

- Havana
- Fawn
- Jasmine

UNCOMMON DESIGN

The appeal of the Outback interior revolves around the unusual white raised panel Thermoflex cabinetry. Specially suited for the RVing environment, it is light but remarkably strong and easy to maintain.

Contrasting with the cherry wood-plank-look flooring, the cabinetry harmonizes with Outback’s light-toned furnishings. The complete look offers the same fresh, upscale style found in today’s most trend-setting homes.

The 26RLS also features a comfortable camel-back sofa in front of a panoramic scenic view window. In the front of the model, there is a spacious, carpeted queen-bedroom/bathroom suite.

Creative Bedrooms!
Outside Camp Kitchen!

Outback’s fabulous outside camp kitchen features a 20-ft. coil hose you can swap with the sink faucet for outdoor clean-up. The large concealed cutting board slides from side to side, both hot and cold water are accessible, and there’s even a towel rack.

Residential styled countertops!

Below you see Outback’s one-piece, granite-look molded acrylic sink and countertop. The sink comes with a handy sink cover for added convenience.
The Kargoroo is a special edition of the Outback which offers a huge cargo space complete with a hinged aluminum-framed double bed and an accordion door.
1. Fiberglass
2. 1/8” Luan Wood Backer
3. Solid Black EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) Insulation
4. Radius Window Corner Blocks
5. Metal Backing Tape (ECS Electro-Galvanized Sheet)
6. 2” Welded Aluminum Sidewall Studs
7. Insuran Wall

Outback’s heated underbelly encloses tanks and valves, helping to extend the camping season. On the road, the smooth underside greatly improves air flow for better towability.

Outback’s aerodynamic exterior design, with its streamlined front cap, rounded corners, and enclosed underbelly, substantially reduces air turbulence, increasing stability during travel.

Durable Construction!

All-aluminum frame with patented, one-piece galvanized roof truss.

This handy bike storage area is available in the 21RS and 25RSS Outback models.
USE OR MISUSE OF THE TOW VEHICLE. 05/2007

WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER DAMAGE TO THE RECREATIONAL VEHICLE OR THE TOW VEHICLE AS A RESULT OF THE SELECTION, OPERATION, USE OR MISUSE OF A TOW VEHICLE. KEESTONE DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OR DAMAGES SUFFERED AS A RESULT OF THE SELECTION, OPERATION, USE OR MISUSE OF A TOW VEHICLE. KEESTONE'S LIMITED DISCLAIMER. CAUTION: OWNERS OF KEESTONE RECREATIONAL VEHICLES ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SELECTION AND PROPER USE OF TOW VEHICLES. ALL CUSTOMERS ARE ADVISED TO CONSULT WITH A MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURER OR THEIR DEALER CONCERNING THE PURCHASE AND USE OF SUITABLE TOW VEHICLES FOR KEESTONE PRODUCTS.

CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE ALSO CONSULT KEESTONE'S WEB SITE AT KEystonerv.COM FOR MORE CURRENT PRODUCT INFORMATION AND SPECIFICATIONS. TOW VEHICLE PRODUCT INFORMATION IS AS ACCURATE AS POSSIBLE AS OF THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THIS BROCHURE. FEATURES, FLOOR PLANS, AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.